Feedback Giving You Heartburn?

In response to increased restrictions communicated by both Virginia Department of Health and VCU Health, we are putting an emphasis on virtual offerings for our upcoming TEACH sessions. Please see more information below and stay tuned.

Evelochator Opportunities: June 2020

Evelacher Health: June 1st

The annual International Association of Medical Science Educators (IAMSE) 2020 Virtual Conference starts today! June 15 – 18, 2020 marks a great opportunity, economic and from afar connected educators, to share knowledge, expertise and learn from each other through education and sharing of diverse methodologies and virtual learning venues. View the conference program and register on www.iamseconference.org

Next Health Professions Educator (HPE) Series Session!

Upcoming Events: June to July Health Professions Educator (HPE) Series Session!

Join us for June Health Professions Educator Series! June 22: "It’s the Inevitable Reimagining of Medical Education... Now What?” with John Epling, MD, MSEd (Monday, June 22 from 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM, Online via Zoom). Renee LeClair, PhD will be leading a discussion on Wednesday, July 22 12:00 PM - 1:00 PM (Online via Zoom). No registration necessary, see calendar invitation for Zoom information will be added to TEACH webpage.

Citing Work Affected by COVID in your CV

The New England Journal of Medicine has published an update for authors on citing work affected by COVID in their CV. Please see more information below and stay tuned!

Graduate-level feedback from systems can be challenging. How can we ensure your learners are receiving the best feedback they can? In this talk, Katie will discuss potential challenges that may prevent learners from receiving high-quality feedback. Katie will also provide examples of different strategies that can be used to improve feedback delivery and how to foster a culture that promotes feedback and learning. Katie anthony is an assistant professor in the Department of Medicine at the Virginia Commonwealth University School of Medicine.

Nominate an Exceptional Educator

Please nominate exemplary faculty who continue to inspire us! Whether working in medicine, nursing, pharmacology, physical therapy, or other professions, how can we bring together exceptional educators? TEACH Awards are intended to recognize the efforts of our educators and highlight their accomplishments. For more information on the award criteria and the award nomination form, please see more information below and stay tuned!

Upcoming: June to July Education Journal Club

Learning with Laughter: Facebook Giving You Heartburn?

For all educators!

LEARN MORE

Click here to join.
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